
Dear Councillor, 
 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE - MONDAY, 16 JULY 2018 

 
I am now able to enclose for consideration at the above meeting the following 
reports that were unavailable when the agenda was printed. 
 
Agenda 
No. 

Item 

 
 LATE REPRESENTATIONS  FIELD_PAGE_RANGE 
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DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE   –    16
th

 July 2018 

LATE REPRESENTATIONS SUMMARY 

 

Agenda            

Item No.   Address & Description 

 

 

3 (a ) To consider objections to the Tree Preservation Order (TPO) 

L/TPO/18/004, and determine if the order be confirmed, making it 

permanent -  Rook Barn, Station Road, Tilbrook, Huntingdon 
 
Objectors concerns in Italic and officers response below: 
 
1. The objector raised a further point explaining that paragraph 7.3 of the officer report states 
that the utility cables have been cleared following the recent pruning work – the objectors 
position is that this is incorrect, the cables have not been cleared, as was advised in the 
objectors’ email to Tamsin Miles on 07 June 2018.  The objectors therefore believes that the 
tree still poses a safety hazard. 
 
Officers’ Response to issue: 
The wires running parallel to the street next to the tree were cleared with the works carried 
out earlier this year. So were those linking the main utility cable to the house. The pictures 
below show the difference in the level of clearance provided.  

 
 

 
Photo on top shows the tree a week ago. The picture directly above is when the LPA officer 
made a site visit at the beginning of 2018. The areas shown in red show the areas of main 
clearance / reduction (along with a minor crown reduction all over to give a better shape)  
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Should there be any further clearance needed, this could form part of an application for 
future tree works or alternatively the Utility providers could undertake works to give additional 
clearance under their statutory exceptions.  
LPA officers have asked the objectors what other areas they feel are “posing a safety 
hazard”, however  LPA officers are firmly of the opinion that line clearance is something that 
could addressed and is not a reason not to confirm a TPO.  
 
2. There is also seemingly a typing error in 5.1 4 – objector consider the reasons for making 
the order are invalid. 
Yes, it’s a Typo – should read “Valid”  
 
3. And para 7.4 refers to Rose Barn - should this read Rook Barn or Rose Cottage? 
Should be Rose Cottage, but this applies equally to either property.  
 
4. Finally, we do not feel the report captures our comments previously given about the fact 
we have enjoyed living beside this tree for almost six years and would never have any 
intention to do more than manage it.  Our primary concern is having seen how long any 
application process for work, etc, to the tree has taken and then the limited effects of what 
has been done - therefore we request to retain the right to carry out occasional 
pruning/remedial works as may be required to prevent damage to our home. 
 
Paragraph 6.4 of officers report covers this. TPO’s are not only there to protect trees / 
prevent works from occurring, they are a tool to negotiate good arboricultural management 
and in this case recognise the importance of the tree. Were the ownership of the property to 
change and the TPO were not in place, it could be detrimentally affected by pruning and / or 
felling. While the position of the current owners of both properties may be secure, the 
intentions of future owners may be less sympathetic.  
 
Mr and Mrs Williamson have already been through the application process (which is free) 
and have had works undertaken. As such, the confirmation and permanency of an order is 
not considered to prohibit the management of the tree.  

 
 

4 (a)  AMENDED DESCRIPTION AND LAYOUT Remove condition 2 of 

planning permission granted on 30-12-2003 - Ref: 

APP/H0520/03/1117635 - 0300281FUL. Amend condition 1 of 

planning permission 0300281FUL to vary layout and permit the 

use of trailer tents on tent pitches and motor homes on caravan 

pitches - The Huntingdon Boathaven, the Avenue, 

Godmanchester, Huntingdon 

 
Further comments have been received and attached that Huntingdon Town Council has not 
been able to meet to discuss the amendments prior to the DM Committee meeting this 
evening. The Town Council recommended refusal on this application and the amended 
details have been received which timescales have not allowed time to respond. The Town 
Council’s previous comments stand.  
The Town Council’s Planning group are holding a meeting on 16

th
 July and therefore are not 

able to send a representative to speak at DMC taking place at the same time.  
 
The Town Council continue to recommend refusal of this application.  

 

5(a ) Alterations to ground floor windows to front elevation, replace 

front door, installation of blinds, partial demolition of rear wall 

into car park, partial demolition of rear boundary wall to provide 

access to land to rear and alterations to rainwater system – 11 

market Hill, St Ives, PE27 5AL      

 

ADDITIONAL CONSULTATION RESPONSE 

Cambridgeshire County Council (Historic Environment Team) - No objection 
to the majority of the proposals for alterations to no. 11 Market Hill covered under 
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the present application.  We require clarification as to the necessity of provision 
of the new rear gate. The ‘Design, Access and Heritage Statement’ which 
accompanies this application states that this will ‘provide access for maintenance 
and for possible future development’. We would stress to the applicant and to 
yourselves that any future application for development of this plot would require 
extensive archaeological investigation and possible mitigation which could 
preclude development.   
 
The ‘land to rear’ to which access is to be allowed by the proposed new gate 
certainly forms part of the precinct of the Benedictine Priory referenced within the 
‘Design, Access and Heritage Statement’ document.  The statement downplays 
the significance of the site, failing to identify this plot of land as the likely former 
location of the priory precinct and buildings (the exact layout of the principal 
buildings has yet to be established). The 14th century walls of the medieval 
priory barn, immediately adjacent to the south-east, provide the only upstanding 
remnant of the Benedictine Priory and are a Grade II listed monument (National 
Heritage List for England reference 1011722, Cambridgeshire Historic 
Environment record reference DCB454). Archaeological investigations on 
adjacent plots have consistently revealed evidence of deeply stratified remains 
dating from the Roman, Saxon, Medieval and Post-medieval occupation of St 
Ives, including medieval masonry relating to the Priory, with good rates of 
survival of medieval (and earlier) deposits sealed below post-medieval and 
modern overburden. A geophysical survey exercise was carried out in 2013 
within land under the ownership of the applicant and two small test pits were 
opened by the local community archaeology group which confirmed the presence 
of similar multi-period remains to those found on sites adjacent.  
 

WARD COUNCILLOR COMMENTS 
 

Cllr John Davies - I was hoping to speak in support of this application, and do 
not support any of the objections. However, I have another meeting to attend and 
will not be free to attend DMC.  Cllr. Angie Dickinson and I both lobbied for work 
to be done on the Robin Hood, and already some decoration has been done to 
the facade of the building greatly improving the building. I support the officer’s 
recommendations of approval. 
 

Cllr Angie Dickinson - I do have a concern about the “part demolition” of the 
wall to allow access to build on the land at the rear of The Priory and Robin 
Hood. Whilst I appreciate it is not as old the wall at the front of The Priory it has 
surrounded the building for a few hundred years.  I know that part of the wall at 
the back of the Robin Hood is damaged it can be repaired so keeps the integrity 
of The Priory. 

 

5 (b)  Change of use of hard standing from an airfield to b8 vehicle 

storage with access improvements for a period of ten years and 

erection of car wash facility and security kiosk - RAF Wyton 

Airfield, Sawtry Way, Wyton 
Further Representation Received  
Following publication of the Committee Report, further comments have been received from 
Wyton on the Hill Parish Council, in response to a period of re-consultation following the 
submission of an ‘Amended Landscape and Visual Appraisal’. Wyton on the Hill Parish 
Council maintains their objection to the application and reiterate their previous comments: 
“Councillors noted that this development would offer no benefit to Wyton on the Hill 
residents. It would however exacerbate congestion problems on the A141 and this would be 
further compounded by a similar development in Warboys. On this basis councillors agreed 
unanimously to object to this development” (COPY ATTACHED). 
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Officer Response  
It is considered that no additional issues are raised from those set out within Section  
5 of the Committee Report and subsequently addressed within Section 7 of the Committee 
Report. 
 

Policies 
Following publication of the Committee Report, it was noted that whilst Policy LP11 is listed 
within the relevant policies, explicit reference to the consideration of this specific policy is 
omitted within the subsequent paragraphs of the Committee Report. 
 
Paragraph 7.15 of the Committee Report should therefore be replaced within the following 
paragraph: 
At a local level, whilst the proposed development constitutes a departure from policy En17 of 
the Local Plan (1995), policy E1 advises that the District Council will promote economic and 
employment growth in Huntingdonshire. In addition, policy CS7 outlines that the reuse of 
previously developed land will be promoted, especially within the Market Towns and other 
sustainable locations. Within the emerging Local Plan to 2036, Policy LP 2 sets out the 
strategy for development in the district and the sub-text to this policy notes that this policy 
builds on the strengths of Huntingdonshire's established settlements, together with its stock 
of previously developed land to promote opportunities to live, work and access services in 
sustainable locations. In addition, Policy LP11 states that development in the countryside 
should be restricted and must protect the intrinsic character and beauty of the countryside. 
 
Paragraph 7.16 of the Committee Report should therefore be replaced within the following 
paragraph: 
The proposed development would utilise approximately 318,000m2 of existing disused 
runway and other hardstanding areas at RAF Wyton for the storage of 7,500 cars. Due to 
the nature of the proposal, the proposed use requires a large site area and as such, it is 
considered that this should be directed towards brownfield land rather than greenfield land; 
such to ensure the efficient use of land in accordance with paragraphs 17 and 111 of the 
NPPF and to minimise the pressure placed on greenfield land. The proposed development 
would promote employment and economic growth through the generation of 35 full time 
equivalent based jobs. The proposal therefore accords with the aims of the NPPF and Policy 
E1 of the Local Plan (1995) in this regard, as well as policy CS 7 of the Core Strategy and 
the thrust of the emerging Local Plan to 2036 which seeks to make efficient use of 
previously development land and to use land of lower agricultural value in preference to land 
of higher agricultural value, as detailed within criteria a) of Policy LP11. The relevant 
Development Plan policies relating to development in the countryside are En17 and E1 of 
the Local Plan 1995 and policy CS1 and CS7 of the Core Strategy 2009. There is considered 
to be limited conflict with policy En17 as the development is not one of the type listed in the 
policy however the policy refers to development being ‘generally restricted to…’ and no 
conflict with policies E1, E7 and CS1. There is considered to be no conflict with the 
Huntingdonshire Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 (as amended March 2018 
for submission) emerging policies LP2 and LP11. Full weight can be given to policies En17, 
E1, CS1 and CS2 as they are all broadly consistent with the NPPF. Emerging policies LP2 
and LP11 have unresolved objections and are yet to be subjected to Examination, however 
when taking account of paragraph 216 of the NPPF, it is considered they can be afforded 
moderate weight. 
 
Paragraph 7.32 of the Committee Report should therefore be replaced within the following 
paragraph: 
Therefore, subject to conditions, the proposed development would accord with the 
Huntingdonshire Design Guide, policy En25 of the Huntingdonshire Local Plan (1995), policy 
CS1 of the Adopted Core Strategy (2009) and Policies LP11, criteria b) and c), and LP12 
and LP13 of Huntingdonshire's Local Plan to 2036: Proposed Submission 2017 (as 
amended). Given the broad consistency of these policies with the NPPF, En25 can be given 
full weight, CS1 can be attributed full weight and LP 11, LP12 and LP13 moderate weight, in 
taking account of paragraphs 215 and 216 of the NPPF.  
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Additional Condition 
It is recommended that an additional condition be imposed to restrict the use to vehicle 
storage, as per the application description, to prevent unrestricted B8 use. This is considered 
necessary given the visual impacts which may arise from other uses falling within Use Class 
B8.   

 

RECOMMENDATION 
Having regard to the above, the recommendation remains as per section 8 of the Committee 
Report, repeated below for completeness, with the insertion of the additional condition 
recommended: 
 

- As the scheme is contrary to the provisions of the Development Plan, and is recommended 
for approval for the reasons set out in this report, it is advertised as a Departure from the 
Development Plan. Resolution is sought from the Committee to delegate the final decision to 
approve the application subject to imposition of conditions, to the PSM/ Head of 
Development provided that no new significant material planning considerations are received 
by 18 July 2018 as a result of the ongoing consultation exercise to advertise the application 
as a Departure.   
 

CONDITIONS 
• Time limit 
• Temporary time period 
• Approved plans 
• Materials 
• Detailed scheme for planting to boundary 
• Operation plan 
• Highways - Gates to the access to be set back a minimum of 40m from the highway and 
inward opening; Access to be 7.3m wide for a minimum distance of 20m from the highway; 
Access to be carried out in accordance with an approved specification; On-site parking / 
servicing / loading, unloading / turning / waiting area to be installed and retained; Temporary 
facilities for parking, turning, loading and unloading to be provided during the construction 
process; Visibility splays to 
be provided as shown on drawing No3652-05 and maintained free from obstruction; The 
junction of the access with the highway carriageway to have 15m radius kerbs as a 
minimum; Submission of a drainage scheme for the access and implementation; Submission 
of a scheme for the offsite highway improvement works and implementation. 
• Hours of operation 
• External Lighting 
• Restriction on use to B8 Car Storage  

 

5 (d)   Construction of a new crematorium with associated car parking, 

memorial gardens, access road, access and landscaping 

  at Land North Of Wyton Piggery Cottage, Sawtry Way, 

Wyton 
1) Department of the Environment’s ‘ The Siting and Planning of Crematoria’ Guidance (1978) 

 

For clarification the internal space provision for waiting area and seating is in excess of the 
Guidance set out in this document. This had not been set out within the officer report under 
the section headed Design of the building.  
 

2) Condition to restrict service hours out of peak times 
 

Paragraph 7.54 of the report refers to a suggested restrictive condition. The draft wording of 
the condition has been agreed with both the Local  Highway Authority and the Agent: -  
 

Any cremation services at the crematorium hereby permitted shall not take place during the 
following peak hour periods: -  
  
08:00 to 10:00 hours Monday to Friday 
15:30 to 18:30 hours Monday to Friday 
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Reason – In the interests of highway safety.  
 

To re-iterate the information set out within the officer report, with this condition it is 
considered that the development will have limited impact on both the capacity and safety of 
the cross road junction as additional movement associated with the development will occur 
when the existing traffic volume is lower. Transport Assessments only consider the impact of 
developments at peak periods and as this site will not be generating any movements at peak 
periods it will not have a severe impact on the highway network.  
 

3) Typographical error in report 
 

For the avoidance of doubt and for clarification, paragraph 7.99 (1
st
) of the officer report 

includes two typographical errors ‘rlevant’ should be ‘relevant’ and policy LP36 is referred to 
and this should be LP32.  
 

4) Confirmation on appeal procedure 
 

With reference to paragraph 4.2 of the report, the Agent has confirmed that they have 
accepted that the appeal will proceed via a hearing. A Statement of Case has been 
submitted to the Planning Inspectorate in light of this. All parties await confirmation from the 
Planning Inspectorate of the formal Start for the appeal and a date for the hearing.  
 

5) Town Council planning application  
 

Planning application reference 18/01439/FUL for Proposed new crematorium and cemetery 
development: including administration and cafe building, memorial gardens, traditional and 
natural burial areas, car parking and landscaping at Land Opposite Mayfield Heath Farm, 
Sapley Road, Kings Ripton was validated on 11

th
 July 2018. Consultations were sent out on 

Friday 13
th
 July with advertisements to be published in the Hunts Post on 18

th
 July 2018. Site 

notices will be posted later this week.  
 

As referred to within paragraph 7.34 of the officer report, only limited weight can be afforded 
to this application as a material planning consideration due to it being at such an early stage 
in the application process. Officers have not had the opportunity to review the submitted 
information and we are still at a very early stage in the statutory consultation period.  
 

6) Infringement of Trade Mark “Huntingdon Crematorium” by Dignity Plc 
 

On 13
th
 July 2018, the Council received a letter from Premier Solicitors acting on behalf of 

the Huntingdon Town Council regarding infringements of the registered Trade Mark 
“Huntingdon Crematorium” by Dignity Plc. This letter is available on the Council’s public 
access system.  
 

The letter refers to Dignity Pls unlawfully infringing this Trade Mark in planning documents. 
Publication of documents incorporating the Trade Mark is raised as a further infringement.  
 

The Council has taken legal advice in this respect and this advice confirms that any 
infringement would not invalidate a planning application. The application description does not 
include the Trade Mark name ‘Huntingdon Crematorium’ and any decision notice would not 
bear that name. Plans and documents submitted with the application do bear this name.  
 

As of today the Local Planning Authority are undertaking redaction of all online and printed 
plans and documents to remove the name ‘Huntingdon Crematorium’. This is to mitigate any 
risk of perpetuating the suggested Trade Mark infringement.  
 

Officers have sought an update from the Agents and Dignity Plc on this matter however this 
was not available in time for inclusion within the Late Reps update.  
 

7) Additional accident data 
 

Within an officer meeting with local members and representatives, additional accident data 
was provided. The Local Highway Authority confirm that the additional data relates to 
accidents further to the north west from the staggered junction into Kings Ripton itself, and 
from the A141 roundabout towards St Ives i.e. both further away from the site of the 
proposed crematorium. All are on the same road (B1090). Looking at the additional data 
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they indicate no trends or identifiable issues with the public highway that are of concern or 
that we would be able to object to on highway safety grounds.  
 

8) Further representation received 
 

1 further email representation has been received from a Kings Ripton resident raising the 
following concerns:  
 

a) Now that the Huntingdon Town Council application has been validated, the Agenda 
should be reviewed to allow both applications to be heard at the same time. To hear 
both in isolation would be unproductive, unrepresentative of the current situation and a 
waste of tax payers money 

b) As residents we have always been accepting of the need for more local provision but 
wonder if this is the case – it would appear Cambridge Crematorium are underutilised 
and have capacity to spare 

c) The current application raises questions and lacks substance. The applicants’ offer of 
restricted opening times are not consistent with the financial viability of the scheme.  

d) Unsubstantiated comments about likelihood of car sharing 
e) Ignoring the Government Paper (1978) stating that access by public transport is a pre-

requisite of a crematorium 
f) Misleading report is biased and does nothing to represent the public interest 
 
Officer comment is as follows: 

a)  The Government’s Planning Practice Guidance does state that the local planning 
authority should make a decision on planning applications as quickly as possible. 
There is considered to be no material planning reason to delay the determination of 
this application at such an early stage in the planning process for the Town Council 
application and no certainty as to the officer assessment or recommendation.  

b) The applicants have provided a full Needs Assessment accompanying this 
application and paragraphs 7.25 to 7.33 of the report address this matter.  

c) The applicants have submitted the planning application and agreed to the restriction 
on the service times. If planning permission were granted the proposal would need to 
comply with the restrictive condition and if any changes were required to opening 
hours (for any reason) then a new planning application would need to be considered 
and all issues addressed.  

d) Paragraph 7.60 refers to car sharing in discussion regarding the lack of public 
footways in the vicinity of the site. This is set out within the submitted Transport 
Assessment and accepted by the Local Highway Authority.  

e) Paragraph 7.61 of the officer report refers to this issue and reiterates that it is unlikely 
that any sites within Huntingdonshire that came forward for this proposed use could 
be said to be accessible by public transport to any significant degree.  

f) The report reflects the statutory requirements set out in paragraph 7.1. All 
representations have been detailed and addressed within the report.  

 

5 (e )  Stand alone communtiy building and associated car parking and 

landscaping, set within coneygear park.  

Further representation received 
Following publication of the Committee Report, a further neighbour representation has been 
received objecting to the application for the following reasons: 
“1.       Contrary to the Development Plan  
2.       Site within the Flood Zone CS9, LP5 , L16  
3.       Access requirements and congestion on Buttsgrove Way  T12  
4.       Protection of the countryside features  EN 18,  LP34  
5.       Protection of open spaces EN15  
6.       Loss of footpath across site T19  
7.       Parking provision and vehicle movements LP 18  
8.        Noise from Car doors slamming at midnight  
 
 
Furthermore  
The building will result in loss of sporting facilities.   
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The area to the South east of the field cannot be used as there are two soak-aways”.  
 
Officer response 
It is considered that with the exception of one matter, no additional issues are raised from 
those set out within Section 6 of the Committee Report and subsequently addressed within 
Section 7 of the Committee Report. The matter which has not previously been raised is the 
loss of a footpath across site. It is noted that there is a desire line across the site, however 
these is no formal footpath. As such, the proposed development would not lead to the loss of 
a designated footpath or right of way. 
 

Details of Covenant 
Following publication of the Committee Report, details of the covenant relating to Land at 
Coneygear Park have been provided. The land at Coneygear Park was previously within the 
ownership of Huntingdonshire District Council but was transferred to Huntingdon Town 
Council in 2015. As part of the transfer, a covenant was placed on the Land at Coneygear 
Park requiring consent to be obtained from Huntingdonshire District Council for the use of 
the land for any purpose other than “for a neighbourhood equipped area for play or other 
public open space or local area for play or other public open space”. For the land to be used 
for any other purpose, a Deed of Modification or Release would be required. 
 
The planning process is separate from the legal process and as such whilst planning 
permission may be granted for a development, the modification or release of a covenant and 
may or may not subsequently be granted. This is not a matter which can be given weight in 
the determination of this planning application.  
 

RECOMMENDATION  
Having regard to the above, the recommendation remains as per section 8 of the Committee 
Report, repeated below for completeness, with the insertion of an additional condition: 

 

- As the scheme is contrary to the provisions of the Development Plan, and is recommended 
for approval for the reasons set out in this report, it is advertised as a Departure from the 
Development Plan. Resolution is sought from the Committee to delegate the final decision to 
approve the application subject to imposition of conditions, to the PSM/ Head of 
Development provided that no new significant material planning considerations are received 
by 18 July 2018 as a result of the ongoing consultation exercise to advertise the application 
as a Departure.   
 

APPROVAL subject to conditions to include those listed below. 
• Time Limit 
• Approved plans 
• Materials 
• External Lighting Scheme 
• Adherence to the Arboricultural Method Statement and Tree Protection Plan 
• Hard and soft landscaping scheme (to include details of surfacing, demarcation of spaces 
and boundary treatments) 
• Details of vents/extracts/flues 
• Noise – (Hours of operations, times restrictions for amplified music, noise limit for plant, 
closure of windows and doors during the playing of amplified music, scheme for ventilation, 
details of materials, implementation of a noise limiter, preventing the use of 
drums/percussion, noise management plan) 
• Highways – (restricting the installation of gates as permitted development; width of the 
vehicular access point; construction to an appropriate specification; provision of parking, 
servicing and turning area and retention; temporary facilities during construction; visibility 
splays provided and maintained; radii of access; access drainage; specification for off-site 
works) 
• Cycle Parking 
• Drainage - detailed surface water drainage scheme; details of long term drainage 
arrangements for the surface water drainage system. 
• Goal Post reinstated 
• Crime prevention measures 
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5 (f)  Change of use from offices to restaurant/cafe (Class A3) -   

  Greenewable Park, Station Lane, Offord Cluny 

 
Since publication of the DMC Agenda, further clarification has been provided by the Agent 
on the following matters: 

 

 The change of use relates to the ground floor of the office space only 

 The restaurant / café will share toilet facilities with the existing office space via an 
internal doorway within the lobby avoiding visitors needing to exit the building 

 The wider split of floorspace across the site would be 
   Offices  (B1)    662sqm (109sqm proposed to be restaurant / café) 

Storage / distribution (B8)  4,172sqm 
Workshop   195sqm 

 There are currently 13 businesses in occupation at Greenewable Park. Excluding the 
units the subject of the current application, the vacant units comprise 3 small offices 
and 1 large office at the frontage.  
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From: Town Clerk  
Sent: 13 July 2018 09:25 
To: 'Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)' <Sheila.Lindsay@huntingdonshire.gov.uk> 
Subject: FW: Huntingdon Boathaven 17/02407/S73 

 
Good Morning Sheila 
 
The Town Council hasn’t been able to meet to discuss this one application prior to it going to DMC 
on 16 July.  However, we would like assurance that all our previous correspondence with the 
Planning Department reaching back over years in respect of Planning Enforcement for this site be 
referred to.  This will go back to the time that retrospective planning permission was given to the 
Park Lane caravan site as the Town Council was clear it did not want to permit this to happen with 
the Boathaven site as well.  Several emails were sent to the enforcement team asking for 
clarification on the Boathaven’s position, so it was surprising and disappointing that the result was a 
retrospective planning application.  As you know the Town Council recommended refusal on this 
application.  Since then an amended application has been received but  your timescale and ours 
have not allowed us enough time to respond. 
 
Although our comments on the amended application will be submitted after the DMC have met, the 
Town Council has submitted comments on the previous application and we would like DMC to be 
made aware that these stand.   
 
Unfortunately as our Planning group will be holding a meeting on 16th July to discuss several 
planning applications submitted  for comment, we are not able to send a representative to speak at 
the DMC taking place at the same time.  As this has been a contentious matter, we continue to 
recommend refusal on this application.   
 
Kind regards 
 
Madelaine 
 
 
Madelaine Crampton 
TOWN CLERK 
Godmanchester Town Council 
01480 388870 
 

Disclaimer 

The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use by 
the recipient and others authorised to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that any 
disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly 
prohibited and may be unlawful. 
 
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived  
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From: Town Clerk  
Sent: 04 July 2018 13:32 
To: 'Lindsay, Sheila (Plan. Serv.)' <Sheila.Lindsay@huntingdonshire.gov.uk> 
Subject: RE: Huntingdon Boathaven 17/02407/S73 

 
Good afternoon Sheila 
 
Our next Town Council meeting will not take place until 19 July, so if the application goes to 
committee on 16 July, our previous comments will have to stand as our timetable does not meet 
yours?  If you would accept informal comments I can ask Cllrs to review the amended application, 
but we are concerned that this application, which has been contentious and the subject of several 
emails from the Town Council with regards enforcement should be rushed through at this time? 
 
Many thanks for giving me some further advice regarding a deadline for any comments. 
 
Kind regards 
 
Madelaine 
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From: Nicola Webber [mailto:pc.wytononthehill@gmail.com]  
Sent: 11 July 2018 19:32 
To: Nuttall, Laura (Planning) 
Subject: RE: Planning Permission Consultation - RAF Wyton Airfield Sawtry Way Wyton (ref 
18/00437/FUL) CRM:0081547 
 

Hi Laura 
 
The decision at the meeting last night was to object to this application for the same reasons as stated in April. 
 
“Councillors noted that this development would offer no benefit to Wyton on the Hill residents. It would however 
exacerbate congestion problems on the A141 and this would be further compounded by a similar development in 
Warboys. On this basis councillors agreed unanimously to object to this development”. 
 
Kind regards, 
Nykki 
 

From: Nuttall, Laura (Planning) [mailto:Laura.Nuttall@huntingdonshire.gov.uk]  
Sent: 20 June 2018 11:57 
To: pc.wytononthehill@gmail.com 
Cc: Control, Development (Planning) 
Subject: RE: Planning Permission Consultation - RAF Wyton Airfield Sawtry Way Wyton (ref 
18/00437/FUL) CRM:0081547 
 

Dear Nykki, 
  
I can confirm that an extension of time until the 11 July (the day after the meeting) to receive comments is 
agreeable. I would be grateful if comments could be sent as soon as possible after the meeting. 
  
I look forward to hearing from you. 
Kind Regards, 
  
Laura 

  
Laura Nuttall 
Senior Development Management Officer 
Development Services  
Corporate Delivery  
Huntingdonshire District Council  
Pathfinder House, St Marys Street  
Huntingdon  
PE29 3TN  
  
DDI: 01480 388331 

Fax: 01480 388472  
Email: laura.nuttall@huntingdonshire.gov.uk  
  
Please visit the Planning Pages of our new website at http://www.huntingdonshire.gov.uk/planning for all 
planning related enquiries, including full details of the pre-application services we are providing.  
  
Any comments represent the informal opinion of an officer of Huntingdonshire District Council. These comments are 
made without prejudice to any eventual determination through the planning process. 
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